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Amendment Slip No. 15 

1. Delete S.R. 3.48(1) and (2). 

2. Delete S.R.- 3.39(ii) and renumber SR-3.39(iii) as SR-3.39(ii). 

3. Replace S.R. 3.68(2)(i) with the following: 

At an interlocked station, should it be found that a signal governing the movement of a 

train over facing points cannot be taken “OFF”, the Station Master/Cabinman/Pointsman 

on duty shall inspect the points to ascertain whether the defect is due to ballast or other 

obstruction causing the gap in the points. Should this be found to be the case, the 

obstruction shall be removed and if this results in the signal coming “OFF” after the points 

have been correctly set and locked by means of the appropriate levers, normal working 

may continue. 

4.   Replace S.R. 3.69(2)(iv) with the following: During failure of an approach/departure 

stop signal at a station provided with RRI, PI or SSI arrangements; the following 

procedures shall be followed:- 

If setting and locking of the Route has been done through the panel yet the signal 

for that route does not take off, the Station Master will cancel the route that has been set 

and try to reset the route. If the signal still does not take off, the alternative route, if any, 

shall be attempted which is considered suitable for the train operation. If the signal does 

not take off for that route even then, the Station Master on duty in case of an approach 

stop signal, shall try to receive the train by taking ‘off’ calling-on-signal (if available). If 

the calling–on signal is not available or it fails to take off, then the SM shall take the 

following action:- 

(a) Stations where Point, Lock and Route indications are specifically provided on the 

panel:- 

At stations, where point indication, lock indication and route indication are specifically 

provided on the panel, if after the operation on the RRI/PI/SSI, the Station Master is 

unable to take ‘off’ any stop signal (Approach/Departure) of the concerned route, he shall 

personally ensure from the indications  displayed in the panel that the route is clear, the 

points are correctly set and the point indications are not flashing, the point lock indications 

(including isolation point), crank handle ‘IN’ indication for the entire  route and overlap 
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portion (if any) are lit and remained steady, Level Crossing gate(s) if any is closed and 

siding key if any is ‘IN’ and locked, thereby fulfilling other requirements, 

reception/dispatch of trains on Defective Signal Advice may be arranged without 

clamping and padlocking points of the concerned route. The loco pilot shall be issued 

form T/369(3b) or T/369(1) in accordance with G&SR 3.69 and 3.70 (as the case may be). 

 No cancellation operations of the concerned route are to be initiated till the total 

completion of the train movement. It must also be ensured that no any other movement is 

allowed over the said route (line) by any means. 

The Station Master shall place caps/collars on the signal and point buttons of the 

concerned route and note down the point lock indications lit on the panel in Train Signal 

Register (TSR) in red ink as well as in a separate register that shall be maintained for this 

purpose in the format given below- 

 

S.No. Date Time Train 
No. 

Line No. Signal 
button No. 

Point set and lock 
indications lit  

Sign. of 
panel SM 

Remarks 

Normal Reverse 

          
          

 

(b) Stations where Point, Lock and Route indications are specifically not provided on the 

Panel OR in the event of failure of Panel/RRI/SSI:- 

At stations where Point, Lock and Route indications are specifically not provided 

on the panel OR if fails to appear in the indication panel OR in the event of failure 

of Panel/RRI/SSI provided for the purpose of train operation, the Station Master on 

duty shall ensure the clearance of the nominated route, proper setting of all points 

through Crank Handle Operation and got all the points whether facing or trailing 

clamped and padlocked on the route. The train in such situation shall be worked in 

accordance with G&SR 3.38, 3.39, 3.40, 3.42 and 3.69 or 3.70 (as the case may be) 
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5.  Replace SR-4.42(4) with the following:- 

  Guards and Loco Pilots/Asstt. Loco Pilots of running trains will be 

responsible to watch any train passing on the adjacent line and to attract the attention of 

the Guard and the Loco Pilot/Asstt. Loco Pilot of the later train, by exhibiting danger hand 

signal, should any condition be noticed on that train which may endanger its safety. 

(i) In case of trains running in opposite direction, as on double line, the Loco Pilots/Asstt. 

Loco Pilots of a train shall exchange ‘all right’ green hand signals with the Loco 

Pilot/Asstt. Loco Pilot of the train running in opposite direction. Likewise Guard of a 

train shall, ‘all right’ green hand signals with the Guard of the train running in opposite 

direction. 

(ii)      Guards and Loco Pilots/Asstt. Loco Pilots of the trains running in opposite direction on 

adjacent track shall watch/examine each other’s trains. 

(iii) In case anything unusual is noticed, danger or any other hand signal as warranted shall 

be exhibited to attract the attention of the Loco Pilot/Asstt. Loco Pilot and Guard of the 

other train by the Loco Pilot/Asstt. Loco Pilot and Guard respectively.  

6. Add the following as S.R.- 15.25(4) – 

“ Light motor trolly/moped trolly/scooter trolly be treated at par with Motor Trolly. 

Hence rules regarding working of Motor Trolly will be applicable to light motor 

trolly/moped trolly/scooter trolly”. 


